PLUG AND PLAY DESIGN

The Solobox is designed to provide high volume capture of welding smoke, dust or other contaminants at the source. Featuring 120v power and an easy wall mounting brackets built in, this unit takes minutes to install.

EFFICIENT

Equipped with a nano fiber fire retardant cartridge filters, we offer filtration levels at 99.97% efficiency. With the self cleaning power pulse, you can expect long filter life intervals.

OSHA COMPLIANT FOR COMBUSTIBLE DUST

The Solobox is OSHA compliant for combustible dust applications because it is under 8 cubic foot. This is a great option to comply with OSHA's combustible dust emphasis program without the added cost of explosion venting required on larger dust collectors.

APPLICATIONS: FUME EXTRACTION, WELDING SMOKE COLLECTION, ODOR CONTROL, CAPTURE ANY DRY DUST & POWDER

FOOTPRINT: 24"W x 25.5" D x 47.5" T
FILTRATION: 1 ea. Nanofiber FR Cartridge
MAXIMUM CFM: 1,000 CFM
MOTOR/BLOWER: 1 HP DirectDrive Blower
VOLTAGE/AMP: 120V Plug in (16.0 AMPS)
WEIGHT: 140 LBS
CABINET/FINISH: 12 G welded steel finished w/superior blue paint inside & out
EXHAUST: Top Upblast